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About Reshaping Work Dialogue
Reshaping Work Dialogue takes an innovative approach that brings together companies,
scale ups, start-ups, researcher institutes, trade unions, advocacy groups, and researchers
to discuss timely issues pertaining to diverse forms of employment. The goal is not only to
communicate outcomes of these fruitful debates to the outside world, but also for each
participant to take something back to their organization, in an effort to improve their
organizational processes within. By doing so, we aspire to support members in their effort
to move towards the future of work that is fair to all concerned and sustainable in the long
run.
This year’s work streams (WS) explore the following topics, that are aligned with the
European Commission’s policy agenda: 1) Impact of the proposed platform work directive;
2) AI at the workplace; 3) Youth Employment and Well-Being at Work.
Within each of the work streams, participants have an opportunity to acquire latest future
of work trends and gain policy insights into the each of the selected topics, exchange their
knowledge and learn from pears, as well as deliberate positions on the future
developments in the area of work and employment.
The primary objective of the Reshaping Work Dialogue is to create a permanent knowledge
interlocutor where parties with stakes in the debate on the future of work can engage in
constructive dialogue, exchange views, negotiate positions, and propose new solutions.
Further on, it aims to:
• Inspire policy making by providing points of consensus among a multilateral set of
stakeholders
• Outline cross-sectorial and national differences in regards to diverse forms of
employment
• Shed light on good practices around EU Member States concerning diverse forms
of employment (specifically along the lines of key topics identified for 2022)
• Provide policy pointers and out-of-box solutions that can improve work and
working conditions for diverse forms of employment
• Enhance partners’ knowledge on the novel future of work trends by providing
expert lectures and interactive webinars, ensuring they are up-to-date with latest
trends & equipped with knowledge for the rapidly changing environment when it
comes to the world of work.
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•

Facilitate peer-to-peer learning and knowledge sharing by organizing interactive
workshops, cutting horizontally across the organization (e.g., involving data
scientists, HR professionals, public policy officials, etc.)

Reshaping Work Dialogue enables the partners to:
•

•

Interact with other key stakeholders in the future of work debate and stay at the
top of the discussions (e.g., SMEs, incumbent players, start-ups, trade unions,
coops, advocacy groups, researchers). Previous Reshaping Work Dialogue
participants emphasized the networking opportunity as one of the principal benefits
of partaking in the initiative;
Partake in an innovative approach to addressing pressing issues at the top of the
EU policy agenda. Multistakeholder approach to the future of work debate has been
highlighted by the European Commission as the key way to approach the
discussions;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote good practices that your organization is pioneering & learn from others;
Add your voice to the debate and ensure it is heard by policy makers;
Interact with policy makers on the national and European level;
Learn from others and rely on a collective brain power to find innovative solutions
to solving pressing challenges r
elated to the changing nature of work, and take that back to your organization;
Improve internal capacities to timely address upcoming challenges and bring
changes necessary for standards of fair and decent work;
Create knowledge spillovers within the organization and its members on emerging
phenomena and paradigms in the world of work;
Access Reshaping Work networking events and conferences.
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Dialogue 2022 Timeline
Kick-off meeting
April 28, 2022 | Comet Meetings - Louise Pl. Stéphanie 20, 1050 Brussels & Online

Work Stream 1: Impact of the proposed platform work directive
Expert Lecture (May 30), Roundtables (June 9, September 15), Workshop (October 3)

Work Stream 2: AI at the Workplace
Roundtable (June 16), Workshop (July 7), Expert Lecture (September 22)

Work Stream 3: Youth Employment and Well-Being at Work
Expert Lecture (May 25), Roundtable (July 14), Workshop (September 8 (TBC))

Mid Term Outputs
May – September

Future of Work Conference
October 13-14, Amsterdam

Report Commenting Round 1
November 16-23

Report Commenting Round 2
December 7-14

Annual
Report
Reshaping
Work Launch
Dialogue
January 26, 2023

Work Streams
WORK STREAM 1: IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED PLATFORM WORK DIRECTIVE
DIRECTIVE
EXPERT
May 30, 2022, 16:00-17:15 CET
Representatives of the
LECTURE
European Parliament
ROUNDTABLE 1 June 9, 2022, 10:00-11:30 CET
Chaired by Dragos
Adascalitei, Eurofound
ROUNDTABLE 2 September 15, 2022,
Chaired by Dragos
10:00-11:30 CET
Adascalitei, Eurofound
WORKSHOP
October 3, 2022, 10:00-12:00 CET
Moderated by Martin Risak,
University of Vienna

ROUNDTABLE
WORKSHOP
EXPERT
LECTURE

WORK STREAM 2: AI AT THE WORKPLACE
June 16, 2022, 10:00-11:30 CET
Chaired by: Matthew Cole,
Oxford University and
Fairwork Foundation
July 7, 2022, 15:00-17:00 CET
Moderated by Erasmus
University Rotterdam
September 22, 2022, 10:00-11:30
Phoebe V. Moore,
CET
International Labour
Organization & University of
Essex

WORK STREAM 3: YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND WELL-BEING AT WORK
EXPERT
May 25, 2022, 14:00-15:30 CET
Niall O’higgins, ILO
LECTURE
ROUNDTABLE July 14, 2022, 10:00-11:30 CET
Chaired by: Thomas Blondeel,
Smart Coop
WORKSHOP
September 8, 2022, 15:00-17:00 CET Moderated by DG EMPL (TBC)
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Activities & Governance Structure
ACQUIRE
Expert lectures per work
stream
Expert lectures take place in
virtual environment via Zoom.
Reshaping Work Dialogue
partners may be asked to
submit their questions or
needs for clarifications in
advance, in order to inform
and shape the content of the
lectures.
Lectures will be recorded and
uploaded to the Member
Library. The recordings are
only for internal purposes and
may be shared only within
partners’ organizations.
Based on the lecture, a short
blog will be prepared and
published on Reshaping
Work’s Medium account.

Monthly policy briefings

Member Library

Monthly tailor-made policy
briefings are shared in the second
week of each month.

The Member Library is a repository for all documents
related to the RW Dialogue. There you can find the general
timeline for this year, meeting minutes and agendas, work
stream-specific information and scientific articles, and a
variety of other useful resources. You can also upload
relevant documents that you wish to share with other
participants. The Library is exclusively accessible to RW
Dialogue partners and login credentials for the website are
required.

They feature policy updates at the
national and European level
relevant to the future of work
topics, as well as articles,
research studies, policy reports,
and events on the topics of
interest.
This year, the policy briefings will
feature up to four interviews with
leading policy makers, scholars,
researchers, and practitioners. All
the Reshaping Work 2022
Dialogue participants will be asked
for their inputs prior to conducting
the video interview. The inputs will
be collected via an online form.

If you have not registered yet, you can create your account
at https://dialogue.reshapingwork.net/register/. After
successful completion of the form, you will be notified by
email. You will receive a second email once your
registration has been approved for access (security
measure) and after that you will be able to login from the
Login menu item on the top right. After login, the Member
Library will appear in the top menu. You can also access it
via this link: https://dialogue.reshapingwork.net/memberlibrary/.
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EXCHANGE
Workshops

Reshaping Work 2022 Conference

Workshops gather different professionals
ranging from public policy officers, HR
experts, business developers,
strategists, product managers, to data
scientists, to address the pressing issues
of each work stream.

Reshaping Work 2022 conference
(October 13 and 14; Amsterdam) is a
deliberative forum that gathers scholars,
practitioners, employers, workers, labour
organizers, policy makers. The
conference serves as an opportunity to
explore points of convergence and
divergence in work-related policies and
learn about the latest trends. This twoday conference covers topics related to
platform economy (day 1) and AI at work
(day 2).

Workshops will be conceptualized by
external independent experts with
support of the Reshaping Work team.
Workshops will be organized online and
will provide opportunity to participants to
work in small, cross-sectoral groups.
Based on small team work and inputs, a
mid-term output (in the form of
guidance, manual) will be published and
disseminated to interested parties.
These mid-term outputs will be also
available for download on the Dialogue
website. Editorial team of the mid-term
outputs will consist of external
independent expert, RW team, and a
representative of knowledge partners.

For those who have the conference
tickets as part of their membership
packages, a ticket for the physical event
covers both days whereas online tickets
will be changed to a one-day ticket (you
can choose which day you wish to
attend). Approximate number of
attendees: 250. All the Reshaping Work
Dialogue partners will have an
opportunity to sponsor the conference
and actively participate in it.

Mentorship and conscious business
development
During the Dialogue 2022 duration,
partners will have an opportunity to
access the Reshaping Work network,
upon the request. This request may refer
to advice and support regarding new
approaches to the topics of interest,
developing new services and adherence
to socially responsible practices,
developing code of conducts, carrying
out assessment and responsible business
development.
Interested partner needs to submit this
request via email to Jovana Karanovic
(jovana@reshapingwork.net) outlining the
overall purpose and timeline at least 2
months in advance. After selecting the
right expert, both parties – partner and
expert – will sign a non-disclosure
agreement and agree on means of future
collaboration (e.g., online/offline
meetings).
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DELIBERATE
WORK STREAM
PARTICIPANTS

WORK STREAM
CHAIRS

INDEPENDENT
EXPERTS

ROUNDTABLE
DISCUSSIONS

Each work stream
will be comprised of:

The Chair will preside
over each meeting
and set an agenda.
The Chair is
responsible for
ensuring the
discussions address
all the pre-identified
topic areas and that
all the members get a
chance to express
their positions and
engage in a
constructive
discussion with one
another. The Chair will
also guide the
discussion and make
sure the sessions
function on the
principles of solidarity,
tolerance and mutual
respect for each
other’s positions.

Each work
stream will be
assigned an
independent
expert (e.g.
university
professor) who
will be present
at all the
meetings,
contribute to
the discussion
with his/her
knowledge and
expertise, and
consequently
use the
discussions as
an input for the
final report.

Work stream
discussions will take a
format of virtual
roundtables and will
be hosted via Zoom.

1) Dialogue partners
that expressed
interest for that
particular work
stream (companies
and knowledge
partners),
2) a Work Stream
Chair,
3) an independent
expert responsible
for report writing,
and
4) administrative
person responsible
for taking notes and
sharing the meeting
minutes after each
discussion.

RESPECTING
PRIVACY

For transparency
reasons, the report
will disclose which
organisations
partook in each
work stream.
To ensure the report
However, to ensure
encompasses all
privacy of all
discussed points,
participants and
after each roundtable, the organisations
the meeting minutes
they represent, the
will be shared.
report will not
Everyone will have an name any single
opportunity to
person or a
comment on meeting
company within the
minutes shared via
report text. The
email. This ensures for report will strive to
transparency and
outline the points
allows everyone to
of consensus as
make suggestions
well as highlight
before the meeting
sectoral
minutes are used as
differences.
an input to the final
report.

FINAL REPORT
The final report is
subject to
approval of all
participants. The
participants will
have one-week
time to approve
the report or
otherwise provide
comments. There
will be in total two
rounds of
comments before
the report is
finalized and
shared with the
European
Commission and
other relevant
policy makers.
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Practicalities

•

Agenda for each roundtable discussion will be shared with work stream participants
a week (five working days) prior to the roundtable meeting.

•

Roundtable meeting minutes will be sent up to three working days after the
roundtable meeting. All participants are invited to give their comments on the
meeting minutes via email exchange within a week (five working days) from
receiving the document. Once the comments are addressed, the meeting minutes
will be uploaded to the Member Library.

•

The report will include the list of partners per work streams as well as a disclaimer
stipulating that expressed views in the report are the authors' and do not necessarily
reflect those of work stream participants. Please note that not all the points of
agreements and disagreements can be reflected in the report entirely. Nonetheless,
under certain circumstances, additional disclaimer could be added to indicate that a
partner does not agree with a particular point.

•

Once a report draft is prepared, the participants will have an opportunity to submit
comments via two report commenting rounds. The participants will be able to
comment only on the work stream chapters they are part of.

•

Besides the report, a number of mid-term outputs will be shared with the external
stakeholders on continual basis. A communications calendar will be shared with
your communication officers to ensure everyone is in the loop.

•

List of Reshaping Work Dialogue participants, including contact details, will be
disseminated upon collected inputs via Consent Form (which can be accessed
here).
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About Reshaping Work
Reshaping Work is a Foundation headquartered in Amsterdam. It took off in 2016 in order
to bring different stakeholders together to jointly discuss the future of work and find ways
to shape it. Reshaping Work promotes cutting-edge research, collaborative thinking, and
multistakeholder approach to various issues concerning the future of work (e.g. platform
economy, AI).
To date, Reshaping Work has hosted four annual events in Amsterdam on the platform
economy and artificial intelligence, in relation to the future of work and regional-level
events in Barcelona. Stockholm and Novi Sad. The events have been attended by
academics from leading universities (e.g. Oxford University, Harvard University, ESADE,
Copenhagen Business School), major companies and start-ups (e.g. Uber, Deliveroo,
Google, Deloitte, KPMG, FedX, ING, Microsoft), policy institutions (e.g. European
Commission, OECD, Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs,), labour unions (e.g. Unionen,
IWGB, FNV) and research institutions (e.g. Eurofound, ILO).
In 2020 Reshaping Work launched Onward – a series of independently organized virtual
events. So far, the events have been organized by Open Society Foundations, Cornell
University, Global Labour University and WageIndicator Foundation. The events explore
various future of work topics and make the video content widely available.
Reshaping Work Dialogue was launched in 2020 in order to create a permanent knowledge
interlocutor where parties with the stake in the debate on the future of work can engage in
a constructive dialogue, exchange views, negotiate positions, and propose new solutions.
The initiative is a collaborative effort that gathers incumbent players, scale ups, start-ups,
researcher institutes, labour unions, advocacy groups and independent experts to discuss
timely issues pertaining to diverse forms of employment (e.g. contract work, temporary
work, platform work). The key objective is to inspire policy discussions on the European
level.
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Reshaping Work 2022 Dialogue Partners (alphabetically)
Corporate Partners

ORGANIZATION

INDUSTRY

WS1

WS2

WS3

ACTURE GROUP

Insurance

X

APPJOBS

Food delivery

CACHET

Insurance

X

COLLECTIVE BENEFITS

Insurance

X

DOOR DASH

Food delivery

X

GLOVO

Food delivery

X

INDEEZ

Insurance

X

MALT

Staffing

X

MAXIS GBN

Insurance

X

ROAMLER

Staffing

X

TASKRABBIT

Staffing

X

THE ADECCO GROUP

Staffing

X

UBER

Ride-hailing

X

X

X

ZENJOB
ZURICH INSURANCE

Staffing
Insurance

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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Knowledge Partners
ORGANIZATION

COUNTRY

CERA COOP

Belgium

X

CCOO DE CATALUNYA

Spain

X

CESI

Europe-wide

X

DE WERKVERENIGING

The Netherlands

X

ETUI

Europe-wide

X

X

FAIRWORK
FOUNDATION
FES COMPETENCE
CENTER ON THE
FUTURE OF WORK
FONDAZIONE CENTRO
STUDI DOC
OPEN SOCIETY EUROPEAN POLICY
INSTITUTE
NOVI SINDIKAT

Europe-wide

X

X

Europe-wide

X

X

Italy

X

Europe-wide

X

X

Croatia

X

X

PUBLIC POLICY
RESEARCH CENTER
SMART COOP

Serbia

X

X

X

UNI EUROPA

Belgium and the
Netherlands
Europe-wide

UNIONEN

Sweden

WAGEINDICATOR
FOUNDATION
WEC-EUROPE

The Netherlands
Europe-wide

WS1

X

WS2

WS3
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
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